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Project XL builds on the basic principle that project
sponsors can receive flexibility in regulatory or
process requirements in exchange for better envi-
ronmental results than would have been achieved
under current requirements, as long as the agree-
ment is developed with the input of those who have
a stake in the decisions.  The degree to which indi-
vidual projects are successful at the local level for
the environment, the project sponsors, and com-
munity stakeholders, in turn contributes to the im-
mediate and long-term value of Project XL.  The
benefits of projects are summarized below.
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All projects must produce superior environmental
performance (SEP).  This is one of the most im-
portant and highly scrutinized (by EPA and others)
project criteria.   With successful projects, EPA will
seek to transfer their innovations and related SEP
into the national system in order to gain better over-
all environmental protection at less cost.  Projects
have a growing track record of meeting SEP goals,
such as reducing emissions, reusing resources, and
recycling wastes.  Table 1 shows some of the cu-
mulative environmental benefits of three of the
projects underway in 1997 and 1998.
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For many projects underway, the sponsors must first
make significant capital investments or process
changes before anticipated environmental benefits
can be realized.  Therefore, as existing experiments
mature and new projects come on line, XL’s posi-
tive environmental impact will continue to grow.
In fact, the gains demonstrated so far are small com-
pared to the environmental benefits that will ac-
crue over time.  A summary of environmental
progress of individual projects is described in the
“Project Status” section.

Table 1: Selected Cumulative
Environmental Benefits 1997-1998*

• 20,853 tons of criteria pollutant—nitrogen
oxide (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO

2
),

particulate matter, and carbon monoxide
(CO) emissions eliminated.**

• 2,636 tons of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) emissions eliminated**.

• 2,089 tons of solid waste recycled.

• 690 tons of nonhazardous chemical waste
recycled.

• 613 tons of hazardous waste recycled.

• 1,069 millions of gallons of water reused.

• 311 tons of methanol reused.

* This summary is based on results reported
by Intel, Weyerhaeuser, and Witco.

** Eliminations in emissions are calculated by
subtracting reported actual emissions from
established project baselines.
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EPA encourages firms to view the flexibility pro-
vided by XL as an opportunity to create real incen-
tives whether they are financial, competitive,
technological, community-related, or otherwise, for
environmental improvement.  In exchange for SEP,
Project XL has proven particularly adept at pro-
viding incentives to sponsors in terms of operational
flexibility:  expediting or consolidating permitting;
reducing the amount and  frequency of record keep-
ing and reporting; and authorizing facilitywide
emission caps.  As a result of operational flexibil-
ity, project sponsors, in turn, benefit from improved
administrative or technological efficiencies, indus-
try recognition and leadership, better leveraging of

employee expertise, better community and stake-
holder relations, and improved relationships with
regulators.  For example, before the project closed
out, Jack M. Berry, Inc. reduced environmental
training costs during the first year because of im-
proved work procedures developed through Project
XL.  As shown in Table 2 , six project sponsors are
reporting actual and anticipated economic gains.

As Project XL continues, the significance and vari-
ety of operational and economic benefits for project
sponsors will expand and compound over time.  For
example, as part of its newly initiated project,
Andersen Corporation expects to save administra-
tive costs by integrating State and federal emergency
response planning and training requirements into a
more efficient and useful approach.  As EPA trans-
fers such project innovations into the national sys-

Table 2: Economic Benefits for Project Sponsors

• Intel has avoided millions of dollars worth of production delays in the competitive quick-to-
market semiconductor industry by eliminating 30 to 50 reviews per year under a facilitywide
permit that allows for equipment changes, process changes, and new construction at the site as
long as its overall air quality limits are met.

• Weyerhaeuser achieved an estimated savings of $176,000 in reporting costs during the first year
of operation as a result of the successful revision and reissue of the facility’s air quality and
wastewater discharge permits.  The company is now saving $200,000 a year by recovering lime
muds and reusing this solid waste in lieu of purchasing new lime for use in the mill’s production.
(It did incur a one-time cost of $150,000 in 1998 on related sampling collection and analysis).
Weyerhaeuser foresees avoiding $10 million in future capital spending: while it expects to spend
$10 million on new water equipment, it will subsequently save $20 million that would otherwise
have been spent on air pollution equipment.

• HADCO has gained some cost savings from reducing the number of sludge shipments required,
as a result of its installation of a sludge dryer. HADCO expects to see cost savings from sending
its sludge directly to a recycler instead of shipping it to an intermediate processor.

• Witco saved $58,000 from waste minimization and pollution prevention activities in 1998 ($42,000
in one-time activities and  $16,000 in savings from recurring air emissions reduction and metha-
nol recycling).  Witco expects future savings of $800,000 over 5 years as a result of a negotiated
deferral under rules of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).  The company also
identified potential recurring cost savings of $620,000 per year to be achieved through waste
minimization and pollution prevention activities.

• Vandenberg AFB negotiated a protocol for source testing and validation with the Santa Barbara
County Air Pollution Control District that is cheaper ($600 per test) than the standard EPA test
($3,000 per test).  Vandenberg AFB will redirect resources that otherwise would have been spent
complying with administrative requirements to upgrading its infrastructure, pollution prevention
programs, innovative technologies, and other approaches that will cost effectively reduce air emis-
sions below mandated levels.

• Merck expects to avoid millions of dollars worth of production delays in the competitive first-to-
market pharmaceutical industry by eliminating repetitive permit reviews for changes or additions
to facility operations as long as its air emissions stay under a facilitywide cap.
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tem, operational and economic benefits will accrue
to a wider spectrum of regulated facilities.
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The flexibility offered in XL creates an opportu-
nity to make participation more meaningful for lo-
cal citizens and community organizations by, for
instance, allowing firms to redesign reporting
mechanisms to enhance community understanding
and trust, or by promoting a new, more substantive
kind of public involvement.   Table 3 shows the
benefits community stakeholders have reported.

Project XL is providing communities with oppor-
tunities to identify the approaches that work most
effectively for them, and to build on or establish
constructive relationships with facilities that im-
pact the local environment and quality of life.  At
the same time, EPA is committed to offering com-
munities an increasing number of tools and more
information to build local capacity for tackling en-
vironmental problems.
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This section summarizes the status of the 14
projects underway in Project XL.

For seven projects—Intel Corporation,
Weyerhaeuser Corporation, HADCO Corporation,
Witco Corporation, Vandenberg Air Force Base,
Merck, Inc., and Jack M. Berry, Inc. (which is closed
out)— the following topics are addressed:

Background: Who is the project sponsor?  What
is the main experiment of the pilot project? What
is the flexibility that is given to the project sponsor
by the regulatory agencies (Federal, State, Tribal,
and local)?  In addition to the main experiment,
what other innovations are key components of the
pilot project?  What is the expected superior envi-
ronmental performance of this project?

Progress in Meeting Commitments: Overall, has
the project sponsor met the environmental and pro-
cess commitments as specified in the Final Project
Agreement (FPA)?

Benefits for the Environment: Based on the
project’s progress, what has been the actual benefit
or improvement to the local environment?

Benefits for Stakeholders: What benefits have the
local community and general public received
through project implementation?

Benefits for the Project Sponsor: What cost sav-
ings or other benefits has the project sponsor gained?

Spin-off Benefits (where applicable): What related
efforts or activities have been spawned by the pilot
project?

Key Issues Needing Resolution: What are the bar-
riers to smooth implementation? What are the on-
going concerns about the overall project approach?

Lessons Learned: What are the important process
issues that might affect how EPA develops, negoti-
ates, and implements future XL pilot projects?

Information Resources: What are the sources of
information for this project’s summary?

For the seven projects in implementation for less
than one year, only background information is pro-
vided.  These projects are Molex, Inc., Lucent Tech-
nologies, Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection, Atlantic Steel, Exxon
Corporation, Andersen Corporation, and New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation.

Table 3: Benefits for Community
Stakeholders

• A cleaner local environment.

• Opportunity to forge real and informed
trust with the project sponsor.

• Opportunity for input into companies’
environmental performance decisions.

• Improved access to environmental
information on the Internet, directly from
the facility, or from the local library.

• Access to reports that are in easy-to-
understand formats.

• Regularly scheduled forums for getting
updates on environmental progress and
company performance.

• Better understanding of a local facility’s
operations, and of issues facing an
industry as a whole.

• Community projects such as computer
donations and improved landscaping of
facility property setbacks.
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED NOVEMBER 19, 1996

Background

The Project Sponsor: Intel Corporation (Intel), the
world’s largest semiconductor manufacturer, has
operated the 720-acre Ocotillo site in Chandler,
Arizona since 1996.  The largest facility on the site,
FAB 12, is the company’s newest chip fabrication
facility.  Intel’s Project XL agreement applies to
the entire Ocotillo site, including any new semi-
conductor-related facilities that may be built at the
site.  In the highly competitive semiconductor in-
dustry, success is directly related to a
manufacturer’s ability to bring new technologies
to the marketplace quickly.

The Experiment: The Intel project’s goal is to
implement an Environmental Management Master
Plan that includes a facilitywide cap on air emis-
sions to replace individual permit limits for differ-
ent air emission sources.  The Intel project provides
a test case for two innovations for improving air per-
mitting: the elimination of case-by-case review of
specific manufacturing process changes, if emissions
remain under a capped amount; and preapproval of
a major plant expansion, if emissions remain below
a capped amount for the entire site.

The Flexibility: EPA, the State of Arizona, and the
Maricopa County Environmental Services Depart-
ment have revised Intel’s air quality permit cover-
ing preconstruction review under the Clean Air Act.
The revised air quality permit provides a sitewide
cap on air emissions for nitrogen oxide, sulfur di-
oxide, carbon monoxide, particulate matter, and
volatile organic compounds at levels that ensure
that the current site, including any future semicon-
ductor manufacturing plants built on the site, re-
mains in compliance. The air quality permit also
provides flexibility to make equipment and process
changes and construct new facilities without trig-
gering air quality permit reviews, as long as the air
emission caps are not exceeded.

Other Innovations: (1) Consolidated Reporting:
The project allows Intel to consolidate reporting
for Federal, State, and county and city permitting
and regulatory programs into one annual and four
quarterly reports.  (2) Stakeholder Input in Report-
ing: The new data and reporting format were de-
signed in conjunction with the EPA, the Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality, the

Maricopa County Bureau of Air Pollution Control,
the City of Chandler, the Gila River Indian Com-
munity Department of Environmental Quality, and
area residents who are part of the stakeholder team.
3) Internet Reporting: In addition to filing its quar-
terly and annual reports with regulatory authori-
ties, Intel has also made them available on a web
site dedicated to this project.  The web site also
includes historical information pertaining to the
FPA, such as minutes of previous public meetings,
and public comments and responses.

The Superior Environmental Performance: As
long as Intel remains within the air emissions caps,
the site will remain a minor stationary source of
criteria air pollutants.  Intel has also committed to
meet other environmental goals that are designed
to improve the area’s water quality, conserve wa-
ter, reduce the generation of hazardous and non-
hazardous waste, and improve the general
environmental performance of the facility.

Progress in Meeting Commitments
(As of March 1999)

• Overall, Intel has been very successful in meet-
ing its environmental commitments under the
project.

• Intel committed to capping the air emissions for
the entire facility as follows: volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) at 40 tons per year; nitro-
gen oxides (NO

x
) and carbon monoxide (CO) at

49 tons each per year; sulfur dioxide (SO
2
)and

particulates at five tons each per year; phosphine
at four tons per year and sulfuric acid at nine
tons per year; organic hazardous air pollutants
(HAPs) and inorganic HAPs capped at 10 tons
each per year. For all of these commitments,
Intel’s facility has remained well under the limit
for 1997 and 1998.

—Intel has achieved its water quality and water
use commitments, with one minor exception.
Intel originally committed to use 100 percent
treated effluent water for its semiconductor
manufacturing cooling tower and for land-
scaping.  Although the facility achieved only
80 percent of wastewater reuse in 1997, Intel
achieved 97 percent of wastewater reuse in
1998.  Based on a review of the system de-
sign and after spending $300,000 annually for
phosphate treatment, the company informed
stakeholders that it would not likely be able
to achieve more than 95 percent consistently
without spending significant resources on ad-
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ditional treatment systems.  Stakeholders
agreed to change the goal from 100 percent
to 95 percent.

—Intel achieved its solid waste recycling goals.
Intel’s goals are to increase recycling to 40
percent in 1997, 55 percent in 1999, and 60
percent in 2001.  In 1997, the facility exceeded
its recycling goal, and by the end of 1998,
Intel exceeded its commitment for 2001.  At
the beginning of the project the company
struggled to meet these goals, which led to
creative, effective solutions.  For example, to
meet the solid waste recycling commitments,
Intel found a box manufacturer that transforms
packaging wood into landscaping tree boxes.

—Intel’s goals are to recycle 60 percent of haz-
ardous wastes generated at the facility in 1997,
55 percent in 1999, and 40 percent in 2001.
The specified percentages in the recycling
goals decrease because Intel anticipates re-
ducing the hazardous waste generated at the
facility through pollution prevention mea-
sures.  The facility achieved beyond the 40
percent recycling goal for 1997.  In 1998, the
company started a new manufacturing pro-
cess module that produced a nonrecyclable
waste stream.  Intel executed several projects
to reduce these wastes, and as a result ex-
ceeded the 1999 goal by the end of 1998 (it
achieved a 53 percent recycling rate).

—Intel’s goals are to recycle 25 percent of non-
hazardous chemical waste in 1997, 50 percent
in 1999, and 70 percent in 2001.  The facility
achieved its 1997 goal.  The company is on
track to achieving its 1999 goal of 50 percent
(it achieved 49 percent recycling rate in 1998).

• In addition to the sitewide cap on air emissions,
Intel voluntarily established a production-based
performance standard called the production unit
factor (PUF).  The purpose of the PUF is to en-
sure that air emissions per unit of production will
not increase.  The PUF is expressed annually as
tons of emissions (VOCs or HAPs) per year per
unit of annual production.  A baseline PUF was
established for 1997 emissions and production
levels.  Each year Intel reports the annual PUF
for the reporting year relative to the 1997
baseline PUF.   For example, the VOC and HAP
PUFs for 1998 relative to 1997 were 0.3 and 0.7,
respectively.  This means that the VOC and HAP
emissions released in 1998 per unit of produc-

tion for 1998 are less than the VOC and HAP
emissions released in 1997 per unit of produc-
tion for 1997.

Benefits for the Environment

• Air emissions for criteria and hazardous air pol-
lutants are being maintained at levels that en-
sure that the current site, including any future
semiconductor manufacturing plants built there,
remains a minor air emissions source, as defined
by the Clean Air Act.

• Intel’s recycling activities for hazardous wastes,
solid waste, and water are successful.  In par-
ticular, water conservation is a priority environ-
mental goal in this arid Arizona region, and
Intel’s activities in this area are well regarded
by the City of Chandler.

Benefits for Stakeholders and the
Local Community

• The community has better access to information
through Internet reporting and a stakeholder- de-
veloped, easy-to-understand format for the con-
solidated reports.

• Intel has established a Stakeholder Team to en-
sure the involvement of national, regional, and
local regulatory authorities and private citizens
as full partners in the project’s implementation.
This team meets once a quarter to review the
project’s progress reports.

• Intel has participated in or led a number of ac-
tivities designed to enhance the local
community’s environment and education.  For
example, Intel donated a total of 1,663 personal
computer systems through the Arizona Students
Recycling Used Technology (StRUT) Program
to nonprofit organizations and K-12 schools in
1998. Several of these computers are no longer
needed at Intel and would normally be disposed
of, but Intel refurbishes these computers so they
can be used by other organizations.

Benefits for the Project Sponsor

• Intel has avoided millions of dollars worth of
production delays in the competitive, quick-to-
market semiconductor industry by eliminating
30 to 50 reviews per year.

• Intel can minimize delays in the expansion of
the facility.

• Intel feels that the stakeholder involvement pro-
cess has been valuable to the facility.
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• Intel has found the innovations being tested at
the Arizona facility to be so beneficial, that the
company is implementing performance-based
concepts for air emissions at two other company
facilities.

Spin-off Benefits

• The City of Chandler has received a grant to
study the industrial reuse of wastewater. The XL
project was used to advance the study.

• The project prompted the City of Chandler’s fire
department to establish a new overall approach
to hazardous waste handling.

Key Issues Needing Resolution

• One stakeholder had major concerns about the
public availability of  timely and detailed infor-
mation on process changes initiated by Intel.
While the specific concern was addressed by
Intel through sharing more detailed information
about the process change, the stakeholder is still
uncomfortable with the long-term implications
of this form of public participation.  The stake-
holder wants more technical details to be avail-
able to the public, as well as the technical
assistance to interpret it, so that the community
can evaluate the potential impacts on health and
the environment, and then influence the
company’s decision-making process for choos-
ing among different available technologies or
chemicals.

• Except for the small stakeholder team, the pub-
lic has not shown interest, nor attended public
meetings.  While there is speculation as to why
this is the case (the project is too technical in
nature for sustained interest; the sponsor already
has the broad trust of the community regarding
the project; the public does not have enough ac-
cess to information in order to be active), the
reasons for this trend are not yet well understood.

• Stakeholders stated that project reports could be
improved by more narrative descriptions of the
company’s Design for the Environment commit-
ment, the basis of the air quality standards, and
the water and hazardous waste portions of the
project.

• There are continuing stakeholder concerns about
the State standards, (i.e., the Arizona Ambient
Air Quality Guidelines), as applied to the

fenceline standards used for the project.

Lessons Learned

• FPA development could have been expedited if
public stakeholders had received earlier in the
process education and training on environmen-
tal terminology and issues and on the technical
and business characteristics of the semiconduc-
tor industry.

• Public stakeholders report high costs in terms of
their personal time, since they are volunteers.

• Without ongoing technical assistance, the gen-
eral public’s ability to understand the impacts of
the project’s changes on human health and the
environment is limited.

• Through the process of developing the agree-
ment, Intel and the regulatory agencies have de-
veloped a better understanding of stakeholder
concerns and resource needs to participate in en-
vironmental projects.

• The air permit approach is probably applicable
to other semiconductor manufacturing facilities,
but might not be practicable for facilities that
experience frequent changes in air emission lev-
els.

Information Resources

The information in this summary comes from the
following sources: (1) the March 1999 XL Project
Progress Report— Intel Corporation (EPA-100-F-
99-005); (2) focus group discussions in December
1998 with representatives of the federal, State and
local regulatory agencies, Intel Corporation, and
stakeholders involved in the project; (3) data from
Intel Quarterly Reports, and the 1997 and 1998
Annual Reports; and (4)  the Project XL Prelimi-
nary Status Report (EPA-100-R-98-008).
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED JANUARY 17, 1997

Background

The Project Sponsor: The Weyerhaeuser Company
(Weyerhaeuser) is one of the largest private own-
ers of forest, with 5.4 million acres in the United
States.  Among its products are timber, paper, and
pulp.  Weyerhaeuser’s Flint River pulp manufac-
turing facility in Oglethorpe, Georgia, manufactures
320,000 tons per year of absorbent fluff pulp used
in diapers.  The facility was opened in 1981 and is
located 100 miles southwest of Atlanta, Georgia.

The Experiment: Weyerhaeuser is striving to mini-
mize the environmental impact of its manufactur-
ing processes on the Flint River and the surrounding
environment by pursuing a long-term vision of a
Minimum Impact Mill (MIM).  Minimum impact
manufacturing contains the elements of a compre-
hensive pollution prevention program designed to
minimize the use of raw materials and to stop waste
generation rather than to rely on “end-of-pipe” rem-
edies. MIM involves multidisciplinary teams em-
ploying a systems engineering approach, waste
reduction, and a commitment to continuous im-
provement rather than the more traditional “project”
focus.  Specifically, the Weyerhaeuser project tests
a facilitywide permitting approach addressing wa-
ter effluent discharges, air emissions, and solid
waste generation, that is designed to promote the
MIM concept.

The Flexibility: EPA Region 4 and the State of
Georgia have revised Weyerhaeuser’s National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit both to include more stringent effluent lim-
its on biological oxygen demand (BOD), total sus-
pended solids (TSS), and adsorbable organic halides
(AOX), and to streamline the permit renewal pro-
cess.  EPA Region 4 and the State of Georgia have
modified the facility’s existing air quality permit
to include dual emission caps for air pollutants.  The
dual emission caps are (1) a cap that allows the
recovery furnace, smelt dissolving tank, calciner,
and combination boiler (the facility’s four major
sources of emissions) to be operated to their de-
sign capacity without triggering permit review and;
(2) a cap covering all facility sources except those
four major sources.  The dual emission caps con-
tain separate limits for particulate matter, sulfur

dioxide (SO2 ), nitrogen oxides (NO
x
), carbon mon-

oxide (CO), volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
and total reduced sulfur (odor-causing pollutant).
The modified air quality permit also streamlines
the permit renewal process, includes alternate ex-
cess emission reporting protocols, and includes a
protocol for conducting manufacturing process ex-
periments without triggering a permit review.  EPA
Region 4 and the State of Georgia have agreed to
provide Weyerhaeuser the flexibility to demonstrate
hazardous air pollutant (HAP) emission reductions
that would use innovative pollution prevention ap-
proaches rather than end-of-pipe HAP controls.
Weyerhaeuser will prepare an alternative compli-
ance plan that will present the HAP emission re-
ductions to be achieved by the facility following
the April 15, 1998, promulgation of the Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) Cluster
Rule for the pulp and paper industry.  EPA will use
a site-specific rulemaking or similar mechanism to
authorize alternative MACT compliance.  EPA
Region 4 and the State of Georgia will modify
Weyerhaeuser’s solid waste permit to allow non-
hazardous industrial wastes containing free liquids
to be disposed of in a permitted, onsite landfill.

Other Innovations: (1) Reporting Burden Reduc-
tion: The Weyerhaeuser project allows the facil-
ity to consolidate reporting for some of the
applicable Federal, State, and local permitting and
regulatory programs into two comprehensive re-
ports each year.  Also, the facility is allowed to:
eliminate fish tissue sampling requirements due
to improvements in process technologies that have
eliminated detectable dioxin levels in effluents;
remove a requirement for additional assimilative
capacity studies; and perform annual compliance
certification in lieu of periodic discharge moni-
toring reporting (DMR) due to the company’s 16-
year history of meeting all required discharge
levels.  (2) Environmental Management System
(EMS): Weyerhaeuser will voluntarily institute an
ISO 14001 EMS at the Flint River facility. The
facility is developing a comprehensive procedures
manual that conforms to the ISO 14001 standard,
which will, in turn, provide data for EPA’s evalu-
ation of options for an Agency policy on EMS.
(3) Best Management Practices: Weyerhaeuser
will also reduce solid and hazardous waste gen-
eration and improve forest management practices
in more than 300,000 acres of timberland.  EPA
will participate in review and evaluation of feasi-
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bility studies with potential applicability of results
across the pulp and paper industry.

The Superior Environmental Performance:
Weyerhaeuser will (1) reduce allowable air emis-
sions by 60 percent under the dual emissions caps;
(2) cut bleach plant effluent by 50 percent over a
10-year period; (3) reduce water usage by one mil-
lion gallons a day; (4) cutting solid waste genera-
tion by 50 percent over a 10-year period; and (5)
prepare and implement a facilitywide plan to re-
duce energy use.

Progress in Meeting Commitments
(As of March 1999)

• Overall, Weyerhaeuser has been very successful
in meeting its environmental commitments un-
der the project.

—Under the project, Weyerhaeuser’s sitewide air
quality permit for the Flint River facility in
Olgethorpe, Georgia includes dual emission
caps for air pollutants.  The following caps
are based on a 60 percent reduction from the
levels a standard permit would allow: particu-
late matter at 589 tons per year; total reduced
sulfur at 62 tons per year; SO

2
 at 879 tons per

year; NO
x
 at 1,300 tons per year; CO at 2,516

tons per year; and VOCs at 778 tons per year.
In 1998, the Flint River facility’s actual emis-
sions were the following: particulate matter
at 390 tons; total reduced sulfur at 33 tons;
SO

2
 at 582 tons; NO

x
 at 795 tons; CO at 1,573

tons; and VOCs at 652 tons.

—Weyerhaeuser has committed to reducing its
bleach plant effluent flow by 50 percent to 10
cubic meters per air dried metric ton (ADMT)
of finished product (fluff pulp used to make
diapers) by the year 2006.  The environmen-
tal benefits projected include a reduction in
water usage (the bleach plant accounts for ap-
proximately half of the plant’s water usage)
and reductions in effluent limits on BOD, TSS,
and AOX.  To reach its goal, Weyerhaeuser
plans to conduct feasibility studies on its wa-
ter use.

The results of these studies will be used by EPA, the
State of Georgia, and Weyerhaeuser to negotiate an
NPDES permit to be issued in 2002.  An ultrafiltra-
tion pilot test has been initiated at another
Weyerhaeuser facility; these results may be used to
reduce bleach plant effluent flow at the Flint River
facility.  Weyerhaeuser already has modernized sev-
eral components of the pulping process, reducing
the amount of BOD, TSS, and AOX in bleach plant
wastewater.  The facility’s January 1998 NPDES
permit allows the discharge of 3.8 pounds of BOD
per ADMT of finished product and 4.09 pounds of
TSS per ADMT of finished product.  In 1998, the
facility reduced BOD in its effluent to 2.13 pounds
per ADMT and TSS in its effluent to 2.80 pounds
per ADMT.  The permit also allows the discharge of
0.15 pounds of AOX per ADMT.  In 1998, adsorb-
able organic halide levels peaked at 0.13 pounds per
ADMT due to an increase in customer demand for
high-brightness pulp.  As a result, the facility has
altered its use of brightening chemicals in the bleach
plant area and has been able to regain the project
average of 0.10 pounds of AOX per ADMT.Graph 7
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—Weyerhaeuser also committed to reduce the
facility’s use of water from the Flint River to
11.5 million gallons a day (MGD) monthly
average which, in turn, will reduce the quan-
tity of treated wastewater discharged back into
the river.  Weyerhaeuser’s goal is to reduce
water withdrawal from the Flint River to a
voluntary limit of 10.18 MGD monthly aver-
age by January 1, 2000.  Baseline water with-
drawal at the facility is 11.18 MGD monthly
average based on average monthly values for
1993 through 1995.  Water use reductions
anticipated from modernization projects were
not sufficient to offset increased water usage
from other facility process areas, which re-
sulted in the 1997 raw water use of 11.74
MGD monthly average.  In 1998, the total
usage has returned to 11.49 MGD monthly
average through the daily water conservation
focus of the production operators. Water use
reductions will continue to be a focus area
within the MIM Phase V feasibility studies.
For example, a feasibility study to reuse ex-
cess machine wastewater was initiated in the
fall of 1997.  Reuse of this wastewater is ex-
pected to recover approximately 1.0 MGD
monthly average.

—Weyerhaeuser’s goal is to reduce its 1995 level
of solid waste generation by 50 percent by
the year of 2006.  This goal will be accom-
plished through source elimination and by-
product recycling and reuse.  Weyerhaeuser
has modernized several components of its
pulping process, which has generally reduced
the amount of solid waste generated by the
plant.  The facility has begun recovering and
reusing lime muds used in its manufacturing
processes.  The solid waste generation for
1998 was 461 pounds per ADMT of produc-
tion. This is an increase over the 1997 level
of 409 pounds per ADMT, but below the
baseline of 690 pounds per ADMT generated.
This increase was caused primarily by more
than 9,200 tons of additional lime mud from
two calciners operating simultaneously as
well as from mechanical incidents resulting
in increased calciner downtime. Other reduc-
tions were about 400 tons in sludge from en-
hanced performance of the finish fiber
cleaners, and about 1,150 tons in other wastes
(e.g., fly ash, debris).

• Weyerhaeuser also will be required to reduce
hazardous air pollutant emissions under the new
Maximum Achievable Control Technology
(MACT) Pulp and Paper Cluster rule. Specific
methods for attaining reduced levels will be de-
termined based on a site-specific assessment con-
ducted by the facility, an alternative compliance
plan developed by the facility, and EPA and the
State of Georgia’s approval of that alternative
compliance plan through a site-specific
rulemaking or similar mechanism. On schedule,
Weyerhaeuser hosted two meetings in 1998 with
EPA and the State of Georgia to begin develop-
ing the plan.  Weyerhaeuser already has mod-
ernized several components of the pulping
process, which has reduced emissions from its
pulp bleach plant.
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• Weyerhaeuser has feasibility studies in progress
on composting facility by-products and apply-
ing the composted material on timberlands. It
has completed three small-scale energy conser-
vation studies, and it has initiated a facilitywide
energy conservation study.

• Weyerhaeuser has met its commitments to up-
grade equipment, study process changes, reduce
effluent discharges, reduce air emissions, reduce
hazardous substance use, recycle solid wastes,
implement timberland management practices,
conduct stakeholder meetings, and prepare
progress reports.

• The facility has fallen behind its schedule to re-
vise its EMS to conform to the ISO 14001 stan-
dard because of the need to involve all facility
employees and to integrate across media, and
because of other studies competing for facility
resources. The facility has been focusing on
implementation of procedures rather than docu-
mentation of the ISO 14001 EMS.

Benefits for the Environment

• By 1998, The amounts of BOD and total sus-
pended solids per ton of finished product have
been reduced to 50 percent and 39 percent re-
spectively from the baseline.

• The amount of solid waste generated has been
reduced by 34 percent.

• Over the course of the project, actual air emis-
sions of particulate matter, total reduced sulfur,
NO

x
, CO, and VOCs have been reduced, with

decreases ranging from 20 percent for particu-
late matter to 12 percent for VOCs.

Benefits for Stakeholders

• Stakeholders have better access to more infor-
mation directly from the facility in a simplified,
consolidated report.

• Stakeholders have a better understanding of fa-
cility operations.

Benefits for the Project Sponsor

• Weyerhaeuser achieved an estimated savings of
$176,000 in reporting burden costs during the
first year of operation as a result of the success-
ful revision and reissue of the facility’s air qual-
ity and wastewater discharge permits.

• Solid waste recycling saved the facility $200,000
in 1998 because the recycling of lime mud re-
quires the company to purchase less of it. (The

company did incur a one-time cost of $150,000
in 1998 for related sampling and analysis costs.)

• Weyerhaeuser foresees avoiding $10 million in
future capital spending; while it expects to spend
$10 million on new water equipment, it will also
save $20 million that it otherwise would have
had to spend on air pollution equipment.

• The “bubble” concept for air emission regula-
tions (i.e., the dual emissions cap) allows the
company to avoid costly permit reviews.

• The MACT applicability assessment and site-
specific rule will allow the company to meet or
exceed new regulations in a manner that is less
costly for the facility.

• EMS implementation has begun to increase staff
education and awareness of the environmental
aspects of their jobs.

Spin-off Benefits

• The cooperative relationship between regulators
and the company has had benefits beyond the
company because of the company’s efforts to
educate other pulp and paper facilities and tim-
ber suppliers.  Specifically, Weyerhaeuser is
working with other timber suppliers and the
Georgia Forestry Commission to promote best
management practices on timberland and plan-
tations.

• The Weyerhaeuser approach to solid and haz-
ardous waste reduction (e.g., recovering lime
muds) is providing a case study that the State of
Georgia will use with other pulp and paper mills.

• By working directly with a state-of-the art facil-
ity, EPA is gaining real-world information and
experience about pulp and paper facilities.

Key Issues Needing Resolution

• The delays in conducting feasibility studies for
the air emissions and solid waste portions of the
project have occurred in part because
Weyerhaeuser has a set budget and must priori-
tize staff time. Also, it takes time to get the per-
mits needed to initiate and conduct the studies.

• The energy reduction feasibility study is under-
way and has so far identified potential steam sav-
ings of 35,900 per hour. The continuation of the
study will determine which projects are economi-
cally feasible and provide a good return on en-
ergy savings. One or more of these projects will
be selected during the next year and will form
the basis of the plant’s energy conservation plan.
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• To set priorities for the staff and budget,
Weyerhaeuser has focused on putting ISO 14001
work procedures in place, but the written frame-
work has been delayed.  The company believes
that putting the integrated environmental man-
agement procedures in place is more important
than documenting an EMS framework.

• At this time, it is not known how much cost sav-
ings Weyerhaeuser will gain through implement-
ing the dual emissions cap as a result of facility
expansion, because no expansion is planned at
this time.

Lessons Learned

• Site visits early in FPA negotiations helped to
build trust and educate regulators about facility
operations.

• Stakeholders want more education [i.e., techni-
cal assistance] early in the FPA negotiation pro-
cess.

• Including permit language in FPA appendices
was very important for smooth implementation
of the project commitments by Weyerhaeuser,
EPA, and the State.

• Conducting studies on changes to manufactur-
ing processes takes more time than the project
participants expected.

• The facility has a set budget, and therefore staff
time has to be prioritized for implementing dif-
ferent parts of the FPA, particularly the volun-
tary and feasibility study commitments.

• All employees should be involved in the devel-
opment of an integrated EMS.

Information Resources

The information in this summary comes from the
following sources: (1) the March 1999 XL Project
Progress Report—Weyerhaeuser Flint River Opera-
tions (EPA-100-F-99-004); (2) Focus group discus-
sions in December 1998 with representatives of the
Federal and State regulatory agencies,
Weyerhaeuser Flint River Operations, and a local
stakeholder involved in the project; and (3) annual
and midyear reports prepared by Weyerhaeuser
Corporation available through January 1998.
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED NOVEMBER 3, 1997

Background

The Project Sponsor: The 30th Space Wing at
Vandenberg Air Force Base (Vandenberg AFB) con-
ducts and supports space and missile launches, op-
erates the Western Test Range, and responds to
worldwide military contingencies.  Vandenberg
AFB covers more than 98,000 acres and is the Air
Force’s third-largest installation.  It is located in
Santa Barbara County on the central coast of Cali-
fornia, 150 miles northwest of Los Angeles.

The Experiment: Through this XL/ENVVEST
project, Vandenberg AFB will use money to achieve
superior environmental performance that otherwise
would be spent complying with the administrative
requirements of Title V of the Clean Air Act (CAA)
permitting, record keeping, monitoring, and train-
ing.  Vandenberg AFB will apply advanced emis-
sion control technologies to stationary ozone
precursor sources to reduce annual emissions of
ozone precursors.  In the short term, Vandenberg
AFB has focused on obtaining reductions from
boilers, furnaces, and process heaters.  In the long
term, Vandenberg AFB will focus on pollution pre-
vention opportunities from a variety of other
sources of ozone precursors, including internal
combustion engines and solvent and surface coat-
ing applications.  Details of the program are speci-
fied in an enforceable emission reduction plan
prepared by Vandenberg AFB.

The Flexibility: Vandenberg AFB, like other mili-
tary installations, differs from civilian or industrial
stationary sources in that the base hosts and sup-
ports a unique and wide variety of functions and
activities.  These activities include residential hous-
ing, schools, recreational parks, wildlife reserves,

1As part of the Administration’s reinvention initiative, EPA
and the Department of Denfense (DoD) signed a Memoran-
dum of Agreement in 1995 that established how the two agen-
cies would interact during implementation of DoD’s
Environmental Investment (ENVVEST) program.  The
ENVVEST program emphasizes regulatory compliance
through pollution prevention and provides an alternative to
prescriptive regulatory requirements through a performance-
based environmental management system designed to attain
superior environmental results.
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shopping centers, industrial maintenance facilities,
airfield operations, and various other mission-re-
lated activities. Therefore, Vandenberg AFB cre-
ates criteria pollutants normally associated with
residential, commercial, and light industrial opera-
tions.  Most of the stationary source ozone precur-
sor emissions (primarily nitrogen oxides(NOx) are
generated by boilers, furnaces, process heaters, and
internal combustion engines.  For purposes of per-
mitting, EPA and the Santa Barbara County Pollu-
tion Control District (the District) historically have
considered Vandenberg AFB and all of its individual
emission units to be a single stationary source.
However, Vandenberg AFB does not fit the single
stationary source definition as generally applied to
civilian or industrial sources. Vandenberg AFB, in
cooperation with the District and EPA Region 9,
determined that if the actual emissions that are used
to make a major stationary source determination
for the base could be reduced to minor source lev-
els, then Vandenberg AFB would be eligible to com-
ply with rules that entail significantly less of an
administrative burden.  Together, the District, EPA
Region 9, and Vandenberg AFB applied EPA guid-
ance to group different base activities (for example,
hospital services and base amenities) as separate
stationary sources for purposes of Title V applica-
bility only.  In addition, the District amended its
regulations to exclude from its major source deter-
mination emissions that meet EPA’s definition of
“non-road engine,” including equipment used for
tactical support, infrastructure, and maintenance.
The District’s Rule 370, Potential to Emit—Limi-
tations for Part 70 Sources, allows stationary
sources that emit minor source levels of criteria
pollutants to comply with Rule 370 requirements
rather than having to obtain a Title V operating per-
mit, thereby decreasing the permit administrative
requirements for Vandenberg AFB.

The Superior Environmental Performance:
Vandenberg AFB will improve the air quality of
Santa Barbara County by using innovative tech-
nologies and pollution prevention to reduce annual
emissions of ozone precursors by 10 tons or more
by November 30, 2002.

Progress in Meeting Commitments
(As of January, 1999)

• Vandenberg AFB has met its commitments to  (1)
complete an initial assessment and cost feasibil-
ity study of emission reduction planning and per-
mitting; (2) complete an evaluation of 29

preselected candidate boilers to determine their
feasibility for retrofit or replacement with low-
NOx technology; (3) submit a Rule 1301 emis-
sion reduction plan to the District; and (4)
prepare progress reports every 6 months.
Vandenberg AFB also has begun to meet its com-
mitment to assess emission reduction potential
from solvents, surface coatings, and other
sources of volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

• Vandenberg AFB committed to reducing annual
emissions of ozone precursors (NOx and VOCs)
by two tons per year by April 30, 2000, and by
10 tons per year or more by November 30, 2002.
Reductions in nitrogen oxides will be accom-
plished by retrofitting or replacing those boilers
with high potential for emission reductions.
Actual emissions data have been collected from
the 29 preselected candidate boilers to determine
baseline emission levels and the potential emis-
sion reduction resulting from a boiler retrofit or
replacement project.  Six boiler projects have
been initiated.  Data on the reduction of nitro-
gen oxide emissions (in tons per year) from these
boiler retrofit/replacement projects will be avail-
able in the next Vandenberg AFB progress re-
port.  Targeted VOC reductions will entail the
application of low- and zero-VOC coating sub-
stitutions for both architectural coating and cor-
rosion-control operations.

Benefits for the Environment

• Emissions of the ozone precursor, NOx, will be
reduced by retrofitting or replacing those boil-
ers with the highest potential for emission re-
ductions.
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• Emissions of the ozone precursors, VOCs, will
be reduced by the application of low- and zero-
VOC coating substitutions for both painting and
corrosion-control operations.

• Reduction of ozone precursor emissions may
help to prevent Santa Barbara County from be-
ing reclassified as a ozone nonattainment area.

Benefits for Stakeholders

• Stakeholders have access to progress reports
from the base and will be invited to public meet-
ings.

Benefits for the Project Sponsor

• Vandenberg AFB will be able to use resources
that otherwise would be spent complying with
the administrative requirements of CAA Title V
to upgrade combustion technologies to newer,
low-NOx emission technologies.

• Contingent upon meeting the milestones of the
FPA and reducing annual emissions of ozone pre-
cursors by at least 10 tons by November 30,
2002, Vandenberg AFB will be classified as a
minor stationary source rather than a major sta-
tionary source for purposes of CAA Title V. This
will result in much less future administrative
work (reporting, monitoring, record keeping,
training) for the base.

• Vandenberg AFB negotiated a protocol for source
testing and validation with the District that is
cheaper ($600 per test) than the standard EPA
test ($3,000 per test).

Issues Needing Resolution

• As of January 1999, the identification of 10 tons
of emission reductions was behind schedule.  Of
the emission reduction sources submitted by
Vandenberg AFB, the District has approved
sources that account for only 4.5 tons of reduc-
tions.  Vandenberg AFB is uncertain about the
definition of “surplus” emissions and needs guid-
ance from regulators in order to prepare an emis-
sions reduction plan that meets the goal of
reducing annual emissions by 10 tons.

• Vandenberg AFB tested 44 boilers to establish a
baseline, then found that most of the boilers were
not suitable because their retrofitting would not
be cost effective per unit of emission reduction.

• Vandenberg AFB supported research and devel-
opment by a nonprofit organization on a  burner
design to reduce NOx emissions.  But when the

research was completed and the equipment in-
stalled, it got unexpected, and sometimes prob-
lematic, results.

Lessons Learned

• From the DoD perspective, the cost of develop-
ing the project was very high, and may ultimately
outweigh the benefits.  This happened, in part,
because this was the first XL/ENVVEST project.

• Since Vandenberg AFB’s pollution prevention
manager had to spend most of his time on XL/
ENVVEST up until the last 6 months, there were
other pollution prevention opportunities the base
could not pursue.

• Even though the project is designed to signifi-
cantly reduce, if not eliminate, the possibility of
citizen lawsuits, the potential for them created
anxiety among those in DoD wanting to try in-
novative approaches.

• The FPA negotiation process needs to be stream-
lined.  The involvement of too many people
slowed negotiations, and the DoD chain of com-
mand is long.  Support from EPA and DoD Head-
quarters offices is important during negotiations.

Participants need to know early in the negotia-
tion process their roles and responsibilities, and
understand which regulations cannot be changed.

• Active support from EPA Headquarters is needed
throughout implementation.

• The project probably could not have happened
without the EPA/DoD Memorandum of Agree-
ment.

• The FPA allows for continued flexibility during
project implementation, which will help in over-
coming obstacles.

• True research and development is costly and time
consuming.

• There is a perception by many other DoD instal-
lations that the ENVVEST program is a tool for
avoiding Title V requirements, though this is not
the case.

• EPA and DoD have different approaches to, and
definitions of, stakeholder involvement.

The concept of Federal facilities broadening
community involvement beyond cleanup and
restoration is worthwhile.

• The different public stakeholder advisory board
members felt the stakeholder involvement pro-
cess was a success. Overall, they felt that the
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issues were reasonably straightforward and that
the project as a whole did not require their in-
tense review.

• Early on, one environmental group expressed
concerns about the proposed elimination of the
facility’s Title V major source status. The group
was soon after satisfied with Vandenberg AFB’s
response to the questions and concerns raised
and decided not to participate further in the
project.

Information Sources

The information in this summary comes from the
following sources: (1) the March 1999 XL Project
Progress Report—Vandenberg Air Force Base—
ENVVEST (EPA-100-F-99-008); (2) focus group
discussions in January 1999 with representatives
of EPA, DoD, the “District,” and Vandenberg AFB;
(3) interviews with members of the Citizens Advi-
sory Board and a Community Advisory Council
about the stakeholder process; and (4) annual and
semiannual status reports prepared by Vandenberg
AFB.
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED OCTOBER 2, 1997

Background

The Project Sponsor: The HADCO Corporation,
headquartered in Salem, New Hampshire, is a lead-
ing manufacturer of printed wiring boards (PWB)
and electronic interconnection products.  Founded
in 1966 as a three-person operation in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, HADCO has grown to employ more
than 8,000 employees in the U.S. and Malaysia.
Three HADCO facilities currently are involved in
the project: Owego, New York; Derry, New Hamp-
shire; and Hudson, New Hampshire.

The Experiment: The HADCO project is examin-
ing whether valuable copper metals can be recov-
ered more safely and cost effectively through direct
reuse by a primary metals smelter rather than
through following the current requirement to first
ship copper sludge wastes long distances to inter-
mediate processors.  EPA will be able to develop a
framework to address the potential transferability
of this type of regulatory flexibility to other PWB
manufacturers.

The Flexibility: To impove recycling and reduce
risks to the surrounding communities, EPA, the
State of New York, and the State of New Hamp-
shire are offering flexibility in solid waste disposal
from three HADCO facilities.  Testing of the fa-
cilities’ sludge from wastes from electroplating pro-
cesses indicate that these sludges have a high
concentration of several valuable metals, especially
copper, and relatively low toxicity in comparison
to typical electroplating sludges.  New Hampshire
has determined that the sludge is eligible for a solid
waste variance or a conditional delisting.  New York
has determined that the sludge is eligible for a solid
waste variance. If petitions from the facilities for a
variance or delisting are approved, the sludges will
not have to be sent to a pretreatment facility prior
to recycling.

The Superior Environmental Performance:
HADCO has committed to using all savings real-
ized from this project to expand its pollution pre-
vention and recycling programs.  HADCO has
committed to recycling copper dust which is an-
other by-product of its operations, and to examin-
ing the potential of installing sludge dryers to reduce
the volume of sludge wastes.
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Progress in Meeting Commitments
(As of March 1999)

• HADCO  met its commitments to submit
samples of its sludge waste for analysis.

• HADCO filed a petition seeking a conditional
delisting in the State of New Hampshire, but this
process is not complete.  The company plans to
file for a solid waste variance in the State of New
York.  The company fell behind schedule in sub-
mitting its petition due to the need for additional
analysis tests on the sludge. Once the petitions
are reviewed and approved by the States and
EPA, HADCO will begin to implement its com-
mitments to improve environmental perfor-
mance.

• HADCO must submit to EPA and the States the
details of the company’s contracts with smelters
that can accept the sludge for recycling.  How-
ever, HADCO has experienced significant de-
lays in receiving the details from smelters needed
to complete the contracts.

• Once HADCO has the conditional delisting, the
solid waste variance, and the appropriate con-
tracts in place, the company will follow through
on the following environmental commitments:

—HADCO has committed to reducing by 75
percent, mobile source air emissions associ-
ated with the direct recycling of the copper
sludge from three facilities.  The baseline data
will be developed from rail and truck sludge
shipment records from 1995 through 1997.
The company will calculate the reduction of
air emissions based on reductions in transpor-
tation miles and fuel consumed.  Cost sav-
ings resulting from reduced transportation or
recycling under the project will be used to in-
crease copper reclamation activities at the
HADCO facilities.

—HADCO has committed to investigating ways
it can use the cost savings generated from the
project to improve pollution prevention efforts
at three facilities located in New Hampshire
and New York.  HADCO is evaluating sludge
dryers as a means of reducing the quantity of
sludge transported from its New Hampshire
facilities by 40 percent.  The company’s New
York facility currently is operating a sludge
dryer, and  HADCO has also installed one
sludge dryer at its Derry, New Hampshire fa-
cility.  HADCO will begin the installation of
additional sludge dryers if it determines that

the sludge dryers are technically and economi-
cally feasible.  HADCO also has committed
to minimizing and reclaiming copper drilling,
sawing, and edging.  The company will begin
to reclaim copper dusts and evaluate addi-
tional pollution prevention or technology im-
provements within 8 months of the date that
each facility is granted regulatory flexibility.

• The company will be increasing its current level
of stakeholder communication through mailings
and inviting stakeholders to visit and tour the
facilities.

Benefits for the Environment

• HADCO will reduce mobile source air emissions
associated with waste disposal.

• HADCO has improved its pollution prevention
efforts by installing a sludge dryer in its Derry,
New Hampshire facility, which reduced the
quantity of electroplating sludge shipped offsite
by 16,000 pounds.

• HADCO will use 100 percent of the cost sav-
ings to reclaim non-RCRA regulated copper
dusts.

Benefits for Stakeholders

• Stakeholders are able to gain more knowledge
about the PWB industry and facility operations.

Benefits for the Project Sponsor

• HADCO has experienced cost savings from re-
ducing the number of sludge shipments due to
the sludge dryer’s implementation and use.
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• HADCO expects to see cost savings associated
with sending the sludge directly to a recycler in-
stead of an intermediate processor.

• The XL project will reduce HADCO’s  Toxic Re-
lease Inventory offsite releases by recycling
much of its copper dust wastes which were for-
merly landfilled.

Issues Needing Resolution

• HADCO must improve communications with its
stakeholders by providing them with informa-
tion on the sludge tests and analyses.

• Although the delisting process has been del-
egated to the Regions, regional staff will con-
tinue to need the expertise of Headquarters
delisting staff during the implementation of the
HADCO project.

• Putting contracts in place between HADCO and
appropriate metal smelters is taking longer, and
is more complex, than anticipated.  Waste pro-
cessors and metal smelters seem to be part of a
horizontally integrated market, leading to delays
in HADCO obtaining the new contracts neces-
sary to implement the project.

Lessons Learned

• Data collection has taken more time than antici-
pated.

• HADCO was one of the earliest XL projects, and
those involved consider it to be a part of the “re-
search and development” efforts for the evolv-
ing XL program.

• Clear project goals outlined in a preproposal
phase will provide for a smoother negotiation
process and shorten the time spent on develop-
ing the FPA.

• Clear lines of communication and a decision-
making process should be established early on
in the negotiations and should be understood and
accepted by all project participants.

• As a sector, the PWB industry is gaining experi-
ence in building stakeholder involvement to re-
solve environmental issues.

• Stakeholder outreach and education should be
as extensive as possible to attract stakeholders
and assure their continued participation.

• Stakeholders want more resources (e.g., paid
travel)  in order to be better involved and more
knowledgeable about the different facilities in-
volved.

• The use of communications technology, such as
teleconferencing, is a valuable asset for a project
that may involve multiple facilities in different
locations, and may serve to increase involvement
of private citizens.

• EPA Headquarters’ knowledge of RCRA waste
regulations was important to project negotiations
and will continue to be important during project
implementation.

• Involvement of EPA’s upper management can
help move negotiations along and can improve
decisionmaking processes.

• Building consensus among the involved EPA of-
fices at critical junctures of a project must be
effectively facilitated by EPA Headquarters in
order to sustain project momentum.

Information Sources

The information in this summary comes from the
following sources: (1) the March 1999 XL Project
Progress Report— HADCO Corporation (EPA-
100-F-99-006); and ( 2) focus group discussions in
January 1999 with representatives of the Federal
and State regulatory agencies, HADCO Corpora-
tion, and stakeholders involved in the project.
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED OCTOBER 17, 1997

Background

The Project Sponsor: Witco Corporation (Witco)
(formerly known as OSi Specialties, a whollyowned
subsidiary of Witco) is a specialty chemical manu-
facturer.  This XL project focuses on Witco’s chemi-
cal manufacturing plant located 6 miles south of
Sistersville, West Virginia, where Witco produces
a broad range of silicone and silane products in-
cluding surfactants, emulsions, antifoams, and oils.
The facility is located along the east side of the
Ohio River in a rural setting near the border of Tyler
and Pleasants Counties.

The Experiment: The Witco XL project strives
to reduce pollution through a combination of flex-
ible air pollution control, waste minimization, and
pollution prevention activities.

The Flexibility: EPA and the State of West Vir-
ginia have agreed to a deferral of RCRA organic
air emission standards through a site-specific rule
applicable to two Witco surface impoundments.
EPA plans to promulgate National Emission Stan-
dards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) that
would be applicable to miscellaneous organic pro-
cesses.  EPA plans to promulgate the Miscellaneous
Organic NESHAPs, called “the MON,” in 2000.
Production activities at the Sistersville facility will
be regulated under the MON.  The MON is antici-
pated to require process vent controls similar to the
vent incinerator installed by Witco under the XL
project.  Therefore, the project will provide supe-
rior environmental performance only until the MON
is in effect.  The project provides for its reevalua-
tion following the proposal of the MON.  Witco
will prepare a project reevaluation report within 90
days following the close of the comment period for
the new standards. If EPA, West Virginia, and other
stakeholders agree to continue the project, the FPA
will be amended to achieve superior environmen-
tal performance in a different way and to go be-
yond the MON requirements.

Other Innovations: Waste Minimization and Pol-
lution Prevention: Witco committed to conducting
a waste minimization/pollution prevention (WM/
PP) study to identify opportunities for additional
reductions in waste generated by the facility. Case-

by-Case Deferrals: EPA and West Virginia consider
the WM/PP initiatives to be an important contribu-
tion to the superior environmental performance
offered by the Witco project.  The applicability of
the WM/PP initiatives could be limited if they are
subject to the requirements proposed in CAA Sub-
part YYY. As proposed, CAA Subpart YYY  would
apply if Witco begins recovering substances listed
in the proposed CAA Subpart YYY.  If Witco starts
recovering these substances, EPA and West Virginia
will then consider issuing a limited scope “allow-
able exclusion/allowable increase” deferral of the
regulations on a case-by-case basis.  This deferral
would be issued with the provision that EPA and
West Virginia find that it will not cause an increase
in actual emissions of volatile organic compounds
or cause a net adverse environmental impact.  Fur-
ther, Witco must remain in compliance with the
provisions of the XL project.  If such a deferral is
granted, EPA and West Virginia will consider pro-
posing regulations implementing the deferral.

The Superior Environmental Performance:
Witco will install a process vent incinerator that
will destroy 98 percent by weight of “capper unit”
air emissions, and Witco will also recover an esti-
mated 500,000 pounds of methanol per year from
the facility’s wastewater treatment unit.

Progress in Meeting Commitments (As of July 1999)

• Witco has met its commitment to purchase, in-
stall, test, and monitor a process vent incinera-
tor on its methyl capper unit.

• Witco has met its commitment to begin collec-
tion of methanol from the condenser unit.

• Witco has met its commitment to conduct a WM/
PP study, deliver a final report on the study, and
implement the technically and economically fea-
sible WM/PP opportunities identified in the
study.

• Witco has met the following environmental com-
mitments:

—Witco has committed to reducing air emissions
that are a by-product of its operations at the
Sistersville, West Virginia facility. These by-
products (methyl chloride, dimethyl ether, and
methanol emissions) are being collected and
routed to a new vent incinerator installed on
the capper unit.  The vent incinerator was put
into operation on April 1, 1998.  In 1998,
Witco found that the oxidizer is reducing the
total organics in the vent stream by 99.99 per-
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Graph 14

Graph 13

Table 4: Witco Waste Minimization/Pollution Prevention Study Results

cent.  This is better than the 98 percent reduc-
tion required by the project.  In 1998, air emis-
sions from the methyl capper unit were
reduced by 128,627 pounds per year, and air
emissions from the wastewater treatment sys-
tem were reduced by 23,590 pounds per year,
for a total air emissions reduction of 152,217
pounds per year.

—Excess methanol produced in the methyl cap-
per unit during the production of methyl-
capped polyether currently is condensed,
collected, and either disposed of in the
facility’s wastewater treatment unit or incin-
erated.  Under the XL project, Witco reuses,
recycles, or thermally treats a minimum of
95 percent of this collected methanol.  This
minimizes the biotreatment of methanol in the
facility’s wastewater treatment units.  An es-
timated 500,000 pounds of methanol that oth-
erwise would be treated in the wastewater
system is to be transferred to tank trucks or
rail cars for reuse or recycling each year.  In
1998, Witco recovered and reused 424,254
pounds of methanol, while none was sent to
thermal recovery treatment or biotreatment –
thus exceeding the 95 percent recycling goal.

Benefits for the Environment

• In 1998, Witco reduced air emissions by 152,217
pounds, reduced wastewater treatment sludge by
542,783 pounds, and reused 424,254 pounds of
methanol.

Witco Waste Minimization/ Pollution Prevention Study Potential Cost
Savings

Potential Waste/Emission
Reductions

One-time pollution prevention options - completed in 1998 $  42,000      26,000 pounds

Expected
recurring/ongoing
savings

XL project air emissions reduction
and methanol recycle (excludes
capital savings).

$  16,000 per year 1,100,000 pounds per year

Other pollution prevention options. $620,000 per year    730,000 pounds per year

TOTAL savings* $636,000 per year 1,830,000 pounds per year
*Witco has not yet assigned the expense of implementing these projects, and when it does the net cost savings will be less.
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• The final report of the WM/PP study States that
of the 290 pollution prevention options identi-
fied, 19 have been deemed “not feasible,” 87 “are
feasible,” and 184 still have their “feasibility un-
determined.” The report includes 51 recent pol-
lution prevention initiatives that are in various
phases of implementation from “scoping” to
“complete.”  The pollution prevention options
that have been already determined to be techni-
cally and economically feasible are underway,
and they have the potential to reduce generated
waste by 1,800,000 pounds per year, as shown
in Table 4.

Benefits for Stakeholders

• A Sistersville Plant, Project XL contact at the
facility has been appointed to serve as a resource
for the community.

• Public files on the project have been established
at both the Sistersville Public Library and the
EPA Region 3 (Philadelphia) office.

Benefits for the Project Sponsor

• As a result of WM/PP efforts, Witco saved
$58,000 in 1998 and identified potential future
cost savings of $636,000 per year.

• As a result of the RCRA deferral, Witco expects
future savings of about $800,000 over five years.

Issues Needing Resolution

• Witco incorporated a section into the WM/PP
study that described regulatory barriers to imple-
menting some of the study’s findings, which will
need to be addressed.

• Witco needs to evaluate additional WM/PP op-
portunities identified in the study relative to other
facility projects competing for capital funds.

Lessons Learned

• During the development of the FPA, project par-
ticipants should:

—Show more trust for each other.

—Simplify the process.

—Involve program offices early and through-
out.

—Meet face-to-face on a frequent basis.

—Draft the legal implementation document and
the FPA at the same time.

—Keep the FPA simple; put the details in the
legal implementation document.

—Speed EPA Headquarters review times.

—Work from drafted language; it is easier than
discussing general concepts.

• EPA should encourage other project sponsors to
include WM/PP studies in XL projects.

Information Sources

The information in this summary comes from the
following sources: (1) the March 1999 XL Project
Progress Report—OSi Specialties (EPA-100-F-99-
009); (2) Witco’s January 31, 1999 and July 30,
1999 reports; (3) focus group discussions in De-
cember 1998 with representatives of the Federal
and State regulatory agencies, Witco, and public
stakeholders involved in the project; and 4) the fi-
nal report from Witco’s WM/PP study dated De-
cember 1998.
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED DECEMBER 15, 1997

Background

The Company: Merck & Co., Inc. (Merck), is a
worldwide, research-intensive, health-products
company that discovers, develops, manufactures,
and markets human and animal health products.
Merck’s Stonewall Plant near Elkton, Virginia, was
established in 1941.  The plant employs more than
900 people in a range of pharmaceutical manufac-
turing activities such as fermentation, solvent ex-
traction, organic chemical synthesis, and finishing
operations.  The Stonewall Plant is located within
two kilometers of the Shenandoah National Park,
which has experienced substantial air quality deg-
radation and related resource impacts over the past
several decades.

The Experiment: In this project, Merck’s air qual-
ity permit includes a sitewide cap on the facility’s
total emissions of criteria air pollutants, except for
lead.  The company aims to reduce emission levels
for sulfur dioxide (SO

2
) and nitrogen oxide (NOx)

to protect visibility and reduce acid deposition in
nearby Shenandoah National Park and the neigh-
boring community.  To gain operational flexibility
under the cap, Merck will convert its coal-burning
powerhouse to natural gas, a much cleaner burning
fuel, at a capital cost of approximately $10 mil-
lion.  As long as emissions remain below the caps,
Merck will no longer need to obtain prior approval
from EPA or the Virginia Department of Environ-
mental Quality for changes at the facility that cause
changes in emissions.

The Flexibility: EPA and the State of Virginia is-
sued a site-specific rule, variance, and permit un-
der the CAA’s Prevention of Significant
Deterioration (PSD) program to authorize sitewide
caps and an innovative Best Available Control Tech-
nology approach. EPA and the State of Virginia also
provided flexibility in complying with RCRA air
emission requirements that apply to certain exist-
ing hazardous waste management units.

The Superior Environmental Performance:
Merck will improve air quality in the Shenandoah
National Park and surrounding community by: (1)
permanently reducing certain air pollutant emis-
sions by about 300 tons per year (20 percent); (2)
operating under the site-wide emissions cap; and
(3) reducing SO

2
 and NOx emissions by 900 tons

per year (about 35 percent), and hazardous air pol-
lutants by 47 tons per year (65 percent), by con-
verting the facility’s coal-burning powerhouse to
natural gas.

Progress in Meeting Commitments
(As of January 1999)

• Merck is in the process of meeting its commit-
ment to replace its coal-fired boilers with natu-
ral gas boilers. The conversion is scheduled for
completion in August 2000.

• The Merck Stonewall Plant near Elkton, Virginia
has committed to a cap of total emissions of cri-
teria air pollutants (except lead) at a level 20 per-
cent below baseline levels.  The facility’s actual
emissions averaged over 1992 and 1993 were used
to establish a baseline level of 1,503 tons per year
for total criteria pollutants.  Under the new
facilitywide cap, total criteria pollutant emissions
will be maintained at levels below 1,202 tons per
year.  In addition to the facilitywide cap on total
criteria pollutants, subcaps will be placed on
Merck’s emissions of SO

2
, NOx, and particulate

matter.  Baseline levels for these criteria pollut-
ants are the average actual emissions during 1992
and 1993.  The new subcaps will limit SO

2
 emis-

sions to 539 tons per year (a 25 percent reduc-
tion) and NOx Merck total criteria pollutants
emissions to 262 tons per year (a 10 percent re-
duction).  The particulate matter subcap initially
will be placed at the baseline level of 42 tons per
year.  There will be an automatic, one-time in-
crease in the particulate matter subcap of 1-10
tons per year to account for condensable particu-
late matter emissions that the new gas-fired boil-
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ers could generate at their full capacity.  The cap
on total criteria pollutant emissions will not be
changed by this automatic increase in the particu-
late matter subcap.  Facilitywide and subcap air
emissions will be determined monthly following
conversion of the facility’s powerhouse to natu-
ral gas, which is anticipated for completion in
2000.  Also, because of concerns expressed by
stakeholders about VOC emissions and the po-
tential reduced visibility and increased vegetation
impacts caused by greater ozone formation, Merck
will assess air quality impacts on nearby
Shenandoah National Park if VOC emissions
reach certain specified levels.

Benefits for the Environment

• The facilitywide cap limits total emissions of cri-
teria air pollutants to levels 20 percent below
baseline levels, SO

2
 emissions to levels 25 per-

cent below baseline levels, NO
x
 emissions to

levels 10 percent below baseline levels, and par-
ticulate matter to levels approximately equal to
baseline levels.

• The conversion to natural gas will reduce total
criteria air pollutant emissions for the power-
house by 900 tons per year, will virtually elimi-
nate lead emissions, and will reduce the
combined emissions of the hazardous air pollut-
ants, hydrogen chloride and hydrogen fluoride,
by 65 percent.  The conversion to natural gas is
anticipated to cost Merck approximately $10
million, but is not required by regulations or as
a result of operational problems.

• A comprehensive monitoring, record keeping,
and reporting program will increase in stringency
as actual criteria pollutant emissions approach
the cap. This provides an incentive for Merck to
minimize air emissions.

• Air quality in the Shenandoah National Park will
improve.

• Merck will assess the air quality impacts in
Shenandoah National Park if VOC emissions
reach specified levels.

Benefits for Stakeholders

• Stakeholders will have better access to environ-
mental information through Merck’s comprehen-
sive monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting
program.

• Stakeholders will be involved in 5-year permit
reviews to a greater degree than with the typical
permit process.

• Stakeholders will regularly be provided infor-
mation on Merck’s performance under the
facilitywide caps and the impact of incentives
to minimize facility air emissions.

Benefits for the Project Sponsor

• Merck expects to avoid millions of dollars worth
of production delays in the competitive first-to-
market pharmaceutical industry by eliminating
repetitive permit reviews.

• Merck is provided flexibility to make produc-
tion changes without first obtaining permitting
approval, as long as emissions remain below
capped levels.

• The permit streamlines content requirements of
the application for Merck’s Title V operating per-
mit and compliance certification.

Issues Needing Resolution

• It is unclear how this project will address the
recently issued Pharmaceutical Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) re-
quirements.  Merck, EPA, and the State of Vir-
ginia are working to ensure that XL project
flexibility gains can continue under these re-
cently issued regulations.

• Because the facilitywide caps do not place an
individual subcap on VOCs, the community and
National Park Service are concerned about the
potential impacts of increased VOC emissions.
Actual VOC emissions will be tracked closely,
and VOC impact analyses will be updated as
needed.

• Stakeholders believed that it was premature to try
to identify barriers to project implementation in
1998, since Merck’s PSD permit was issued by
the State of Virginia a year before, and conver-
sion of the powerhouse was not yet complete.

Lessons Learned

• Technical support for community stakeholders
is needed early in the process.

• EPA needs to communicate clear goals at the be-
ginning of project development negotiations.

• Third-party facilitation would have helped the
negotiation process.

• Transaction costs for community stakeholders
were particularly high.

• An incentive-based permit provided Merck with
the motivation to purchase the lowest emission
technology available.
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• Community stakeholders felt they were not in-
cluded in some crucial negotiations.

Information Sources

The information in this summary comes from sev-
eral sources, including: (1) the March 1999 XL
Project Progress Report—Merck Stonewall Plant
(EPA-100-F-99-007); (2) focus group discussions
in January 1999 with representatives of the Fed-
eral and State regulatory agencies, Merck Stone-
wall Plant, and local stakeholders; (3) PSD permit
issued by the Commonwealth of Virginia, Depart-
ment of Environmental Quality; and (4) a January
1997 report prepared by Merck & Co., Inc., Merck
Project XL PSD Permit Support Document.

:��8�7�������;�!���
FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED AUGUST 8, 1996;
PROJECT CLOSED OUT JUNE 2, 1999

Background

The Project Sponsor: Jack M. Berry, Inc. (Berry),
is a midsized citrus juice-processing company.  The
company’s facility in LaBelle, Florida, is the site
of the Project XL pilot.  It is located 30 miles east
of Fort Myers on Berry’s largest grove, consisting
of about 10,000 acres of orange and grapefruit trees.

The Experiment: The Berry project’s goal was to
establish a process by which Berry would prepare
a Comprehensive Operating Permit (COP) in part-
nership with the Florida Department of Environ-
mental Protection, South Florida Water
Management District, and EPA.  The COP would
have been a multi-media permit that was part of a
streamlined permitting approach that was expected
to better integrate plant operation and compliance
procedures, as well as eliminate unnecessary ad-
ministrative requirements.

The Flexibility: Under the COP, the State of
Florida and EPA would have relieved Berry of ad-
ministrative and procedural rules that require the
preparation and certification of multiple permit re-
newal applications every few years.  Flexibility in
Florida regulations governing the permit applica-
tion process would have allowed Berry to acceler-
ate its permit application process.  The streamlined
permitting approach was anticipated to result in cost
savings that Berry would have reinvested in new
environmentally beneficial operating procedures.
The burden on EPA and the State of Florida to re-
view and issue permits would have been reduced
as well.

Other Innovations: (1) Reduction in Reporting
Burden: The State of Florida would have allowed
Berry to use nonstandard forms for reporting envi-
ronmental performance, which would be simplified
and part of the approved COP.  The State of Florida
might not have required Berry to have its environ-
mental reports certified by a professional engineer,
because the COP would have been more compre-
hensive than a certified professional engineer’s
application.  (2) Environmental Management Sys-
tem (EMS): Berry had committed to instituting the
ISO 14000 EMS program as a means to systemati-
cally manage continuous environmental perfor-
mance, including pollution prevention and source
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reduction strategies.  (3) Standard Operating Pro-
cedures: Berry had intended to complete detailed
yet easy-to-follow work instructions for implement-
ing the COP that ultimately would have been linked
to the EMS, to raise the level of employee environ-
mental awareness and contributions to permit com-
pliance.

The Superior Environmental Performance:
Berry would have reduced air emissions of VOCs,
SO

2
, and NOx through voluntary installation of

updated equipment and implementation of updated
citrus-processing procedures.  Berry would have
also reduced the amount of hazardous and solid
waste generated by the facility through pollution
prevention, reduction, and recycling.

Progress in Meeting Commitments
(As of closeout on June 2, 1999)

• The Berry project was unique in that it was the
only XL project that experienced a change in
management.  Through a lease agreement signed
in 1997, Cargill, Inc.,2 became the new operator
of Berry’s LaBelle, Florida facility.  As a result,
for the Berry XL pilot project to continue, Cargill
would have had to become a party to the FPA.
Work on development of the COP was put on
hold in late 1997 pending a decision by Berry
and Cargill regarding continuing the project.
Getting to a final decision on the project’s fu-
ture, however, proved elusive.  Since further
progress appeared unlikely, three years after the
project agreement was signed, EPA and the State
of Florida chose to terminate the agreement in
June 1999.  Therefore, the LaBelle, Florida fa-
cility remains part of the traditional regulatory
system under Federal, State, and local regula-
tions.

• The Berry facility met some of its project com-
mitments even though work on the COP was not
completed.  In 1997, Berry reported that the fa-
cility had:

—developed some standard operating proce-
dures and detailed work instructions;

—eliminated an 88-acre spray field in 1997 that
had been used for wastewater disposal since
1974;

—reused treated industrial wastewater produced
by the facility for irrigating a 1,400-acre sec-
tion of citrus groves;

—installed a more efficient peel dryer to reduce
citrus processing VOC emissions;

—begun work on meeting commitments to re-
duce disposal of solid waste and increase scrap
metal recycling; and

—begun work to reduce the number and types
of solvents and lubricants used onsite.

• Because the COP had not been completed, there
was no progress by Berry on:

—preparing an emissions reduction strategy for
SO

2
, NOx, and VOCs and reporting on its re-

sults;

—providing information on the amount of solid
waste and scrap metal recycled by December
1998. (In February 1997, the company re-
ported that solid waste recycling was initiated
and scrap metal recycling was increased.);

—providing information on the quantities of haz-
ardous materials eliminated through a self-au-
dit program, on the preparation of an
inventory of spray-can solvents and lubricants
used onsite, and on the replacement of some
hazardous materials with environmentally
friendly alternatives;

—establishing a target date for completing the
documentation of implementing the new ISO
14000 EMS;

—involving stakeholders in the development and
implementation of the final COP.

—voluntarily meeting drinking water standards
equal to half of the Maximum Contaminant
Levels (MCLs) allowed under the Safe Drink-
ing Water Act (SDWA) and the Florida Ad-
ministrative Code.  Test data indicated that,
except for radionuclides, Berry either met a
voluntary drinking water standard equal to
half of the MCLs allowed under the SDWA
or was not able to detect the contaminant.
However, there was information on progress
toward reducing radionuclide levels.

Benefits for the Environment

• In 1997, the company reported that the effort to
develop easier-to-follow work instructions had
led to continuous improvement in environmen-
tal performance by reducing incidences of mi-
nor environmental violations.

2Cargill is an international marketer, processor and distribu-
tor of agricultural, food, financial and industrial products with
some 80,600 employees in more than 1,000 locations in 65
countries and with business activities in 130 more.
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• The elimination of the 88-acre spray field re-
moved an odor problem.

• Treated industrial wastewater produced by the
facility was reused to irrigate a 1,400-acre sec-
tion of citrus groves.

Benefits for Stakeholders

• The stakeholder participation for this project was
not evaluated, because it would have been linked
to the COP development, which never occured.

Benefits for the Project Sponsor

• In 1997, Berry reported that the preparation of
standardized work procedures increased the
Berry facility staff’s awareness of the environ-
mental aspects of their jobs.  The improved work
procedures also standardized environmental test-
ing at the facility and raised its level of compli-
ance by reducing its incidences of minor
violations of environmental regulations.

Key Issues Needing Resolution

• Not Applicable

Lessons Learned

• Ultimately, for the Berry project to have gotten
back on track, each organization involved would
have to have made a new or renewed commit-
ment, with well-defined roles and responsibili-
ties of each partner and a new clear timeline for
accomplishing the various tasks involved.

• While the organizations involved had different
perspectives about the project’s implementation,
all of them agreed on the following: testing the
COP concept is still a good idea; FPAs for XL
projects need to describe the steps that should
be taken by the signatories should a change in a
facility’s owner or operator occur; and EPA needs
to clarify XL’s incentives to attract and maintain
the interest of small businesses like Berry.

• For all XL projects, the commitment of all par-
ties, the division of responsibility, and timelines
must be very clear from the beginning.  Also,
the EPA and State regulators must make an ac-
curate assessment of the resources available and
the internal capabilities of the company to imple-
ment the project.

• If a facility management changeover occurs dur-
ing a project, the EPA and State regulators must
start working with the new company as soon as
possible to ease the project’s transition.

• XL FPAs must include language that spells out
the time frame for making a decision about pro-
ceeding with the project when the management
of the facility changes.

Information Resources

The information in this summary comes from the
following sources: (1) the March 1998  XL Project
Progress Report—Jack M. Berry, Inc.,  (EPA-100-
F-99-003); (2) focus group discussions in Decem-
ber 1999 with representatives of the Federal and
State regulatory agencies, Jack M. Berry, Inc., and
Cargill, Inc.; and (3) the Project XL Preliminary
Status Report (EPA-100-R-98-008).
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The Project Sponsor: Molex Incorporated (Moles)
is a multinational company that operates 47 facili-
ties worldwide, manufacturing electroplating, metal
stamping, fiber optics, plastic molding and other
products.  The Molex project covers an electroplat-
ing facility in Lincoln, Nebraska.

The Experiment: Molex electroplates coatings of
nickel, copper, and tin and lead metals on substrate
materials for a variety of manufacturing purposes.
The process generates large volumes of wastewa-
ter containing metal contaminants, which are sub-
sequently captured in wastewater treatment systems
and become a RCRA hazardous waste.  Molex pre-
viously operated a wastewater treatment system that
combined the wastewater streams from nickel, cop-
per, and tin and lead plating processes. These
wastestreams were treated in a single wastewater
treatment process that generated a hazardous mul-
tiple-metal waste material from which only one of
the metals could be recovered with the rest dis-
posed. By switching to a process that segregates
the wastewater streams from the plant’s multiple
electroplating processes and treats each one sepa-
rately, Molex is able to recover metal contaminants
separately, reduce the amount of metal disposed of,
and reduce metal contaminant levels in the efflu-
ents discharged from the facility’s wastewater treat-
ment systems to the city’s publicly owned treatment
works (POTW).  Molex has requested a variance
from hazardous waste regulations in order to re-
duce the costs of storing and shipping these wastes,
and to increase the rate of metals recovery from
the multiple wastestreams.

The Flexibility: EPA, pursuant to RCRA Section
3005(b), has authorized the State of Nebraska’s
Department of Environmental Quality (NDEQ) to
carry out Nebraska’s Hazardous Waste Manage-
ment Program in lieu of the Federal program.  Un-
der this authority, the NDEQ issued a variance to
Molex granting it a temporary exemption from the
classification as hazardous waste of segregated
sludges generated during wastewater treatment.
Without this variance, the sludge materials would
be subject to the NDEQ’s generator requirements
for storage and shipment of hazardous wastes.   By
obtaining approval from the NDEQ under RCRA
to classify its segregated process sludge as a “com-
modity-like” material rather than as a hazardous

waste, Molex can ship the sludges using common
carriers rather than hazardous waste haulers, who
are subject to additional RCRA regulations.  Addi-
tionally, Molex is permitted to ship the hazardous
materials on an as-needed basis, rather than every
90 days as is typically required for hazardous waste.
The temporary variance, which will remain in ef-
fect for 2 years, allows Molex sufficient time to
collect information demonstrating that separate
treatment of its wastestreams significantly reduces
metal content in wastewater effluents and that the
sludges can be reused or recycled in an economi-
cally beneficial manner.

The Superior Environmental Performance: In
the Molex project,  the treatment of segregated
wastewater streams should result in at least a 50
percent reduction in mass loadings of metal con-
taminants in wastewater effluents, as well as in
lower sludge disposal costs because pure metal
sludges can be sold directly to processors.  Molex
is making a significant up-front investment for
longer-term benefit.  The pure sludge does not re-
quire disposal and thus, no disposal fee; however,
the operational and compliance costs of a segre-
gated waste treatment system are higher than those
removed by a single wastewater treatment process.
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The Project Sponsor: The Microelectronics
Group of  Lucent Technologies, Inc. (Lucent) de-
signs and manufactures integrated circuits and other
electronic components for the computer and com-
munications industries.  This project will be imple-
mented in a phased approach over a 5-year period
through site-specific demonstration projects at Lu-
cent facilities in Allentown and Reading, Pennsyl-
vania, and Orlando, Florida.

The Experiment: The Lucent project will oper-
ate an environmental management system (EMS),
third-party-certified to the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization’s (ISO) 14001, to manage
environmental impacts for all media at all of the
company’s facilities so as to achieve environmen-
tal performance superior to that required by its cur-
rent permits.  Specifically, this project will test
whether use of a high-quality EMS will create a
more efficient, more transparent, more easily un-
derstandable, and more flexible system, which not
only meets the requirements of existing statutes and
regulations, but also achieves superior environmen-
tal performance.  The project will use the unique
strategy of integrating regulators into the EMS pro-
cess to set environmental goals and to track perfor-
mance.  Also, as part of the EMS approach, Lucent
is gaining input from a facility-based Local Envi-
ronmental Advisory Group (LEAG) composed of
local stakeholders including environmental orga-
nizations, community groups, employees, and other
interested citizens.  Ultimately, the Lucent project
will identify over the 5-year period whether and
how a high-quality EMS can be the basis for an
integrated approach, embodied in a single docu-
ment, governing environmental management in all
media at all Microelectronics facilities.

The Flexibility: The “umbrella FPA” provides an
overarching framework for individual Lucent fa-
cilities.  Each Lucent facility seeking flexibility
under the project will develop a “site-specific ad-
dendum” to the umbrella FPA.  The Allentown fa-
cility will be the location of the first site-specific
demonstration project.  As successes are generated
at Allentown, site-specific projects will be devel-
oped at the other Microelectronics facilities in
Breinigsville, Reading, and Orlando.  The EMS will
provide a vehicle for consolidating all Federal and
State permits over time into a single

Microelectronicswide multi-media permit to be
based on targets set jointly each year by the com-
pany and regulators.  This would result in an an-
nual review of the permit rather than the current
system of multiyear renewals of individual permits.
The EMS also will provide a streamlined process
for incorporating new regulatory flexibility ap-
proaches and consolidating reporting requirements
businesswide.

The Superior Environmental Performance: The
“umbrella” FPA is a multi-regional attempt to in-
corporate high-quality environmental management
practices, through Lucent’s EMS, across the entire
business unit. This will drive multi-media superior
environmental performance.  The parties anticipate
that the EMS will foster superior environmental
performance by identifying opportunities to reduce
Lucent’s environmental impacts in a variety of ar-
eas, both regulated and nonregulated.
Facility-specific addenda to the umbrella agreement
will be the vehicles for achieving superior envi-
ronmental performance and considering regulatory
flexibility at the individual facilities.
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED OCTOBER 6, 1998

The Project Sponsor: The Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Environmental Protection (Massachusetts
DEP) is the State agency responsible for protect-
ing human health and the environment by ensuring
clean air and water, the safe management and dis-
posal of solid and hazardous wastes, the timely
cleanup of hazardous waste sites and spills, and the
preservation of wetlands and coastal resources.
Massachusetts DEP’s role under Article 97 of the
Massachusetts Constitution is to guarantee the
people’s right to “clean air and water,” as well as
“the natural scenic, historic and aesthetic qualities
of the environment.”

The Experiment: This project will test a process
to streamline permitting and reporting, and improve
and better measure compliance rates across the State
for small business sectors. Massachusetts DEP de-
veloped the Environmental Results Program (ERP)
to reduce the number of State permits applied for,
renewed, and issued, through a facilitywide,
performance-based, self-certification program.
Through ERP, Massachusetts DEP will convert
permit requirements into industry-wide perfor-
mance standards.  For the first time ever, senior-
level company officials will be required to
self-certify annually that the participating compa-
nies are, and will continue to be, in compliance with
all applicable air, water, and hazardous waste man-
agement performance standards throughout the fa-
cility.  Massachusetts DEP anticipates that
participating firms will achieve superior environ-
mental performance, because by converting the
permit requirements to performance-based stan-
dards, facility managers will be aware of their en-
vironmental obligations before they make decisions
about modifying equipment and operations, rather
than at the end of a long, expensive permitting pro-
cess.  This will give companies more flexibility to
choose cost-effective compliance strategies for
themselves, thereby reducing the “time to market”
for new products and removing regulatory obstacles
to pollution prevention.  In addition, ERP compa-
nies will be accountable for reporting any releases
or exceedances of discharge or emission standards
to the Massachusetts DEP.  Violations of appropri-

ate standards will be reported and a “Return to Com-
pliance Plan” submitted to Massachusetts DEP if
any such violations are either outstanding at the
time of certification or discovered thereafter.  Be-
ginning with a demonstration project of 23 compa-
nies, industry representatives cooperated with the
Massachusetts DEP in establishing criteria for re-
porting compliance with State standards without
developing permits for each facility.  The project
reduces the reporting burden for affected facilities
and the Massachusetts DEP while fostering supe-
rior environmental performance by identifying and
encouraging opportunities for pollution prevention.
The first three small-company sectors are dry clean-
ers, photo processors, and printers.

The Flexibility: The “umbrella FPA” will be ex-
panded through addenda that will provide the nec-
essary regulatory flexibility and specify
requirements for superior environmental perfor-
mance for each sector.  (For example, the umbrella
agreement lists anticipated flexibility for the fol-
lowing sectors: Dry Cleaners, record retention;
Photo Processors, no flexibility needed; and  Print-
ers, expedited State Implementation Plan (SIP)
approval and the VOC limit on alcohol-free foun-
tain solution.)  After evaluation and revision, the
program may be transferred to other industry sec-
tors throughout Massachusetts.

The Superior Environmental Performance:
Massachusetts estimates that the program will yield
significant reductions in the use of smog-forming
solvents and alcohol in fountain solutions among
commercial printers.  The shift to ERP is expected
to reduce wastewater discharges of silver by 99
percent from photo processors, and to achieve a 43
percent reduction in emissions of perchlorethylene
from dry cleaners.
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PHASE ONE PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED APRIL 13, 1999
FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED SEPTEMBER 7, 1999

The Project Sponsor: Jacoby Development, Inc.
is a privately held real estate company started in
1979.  It specializes in property development, fi-
nancing, brokerage, leasing, and management.
Jacoby has proposed redevelopment of a 138-acre
former steel mill owned by Atlantic Steel, located
near Atlanta’s central business district.  The pro-
posed redevelopment will be a mix of residential
and business uses, and will include a multimodal
(cars, pedestrians, bicycles, mass transit) bridge that
will both provide access to Interstates 75 and 85,
and connect the site to a nearby Metropolitan At-
lanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) station.

The Experiment: The Atlantic Steel project will
test whether “brownfield” redevelopment strategies
can be applied to transportation projects, such that
air quality and other environmental performance
can be improved, as part of an overall community
revitalization plan.  The City of Atlanta is currently
out of compliance with Federal transportation re-
quirements because it has failed to demonstrate that
its transportation activities are conforming to Clean
Air Act (CAA) requirements.  The CAA generally
prohibits construction of new transportation
projects that use Federal funds or require Federal
approval in noncompliant areas.  However, projects
that are expected to provide an air quality benefit,
called Transportation Control Measures (TCMs),
can proceed even during a conformity lapse if they
are in a Federally approved State Implementation
Plan (SIP).  If the Atlantic Steel site is not redevel-
oped, the development planned for the site will
occur at another site or sites in the Atlanta region.
EPA  believes that the planned redevelopment of
the Atlantic Steel site (including the bridge) will
lead to less air pollution than an equivalent amount
of development at other likely sites in the region.

The Flexibility: Under the Atlantic Steel project,
EPA is considering the entire redevelopment project
to be a nontraditional TCM.  A TCM is a transpor-
tation project that demonstrates an air quality ben-
efit.  TCM projects that are approved in the SIP are
eligible for Federal funding and may gain Federal
approval even in noncompliant areas.  For the At-
lantic Steel site to qualify as a TCM, EPA is offer-

ing flexibility in two areas: (1) EPA views the site’s
location, design transit linkage, and other transpor-
tation characterizations (e.g., provisions for bicy-
clists, participation in a transportation management
association) together as the TCM.  While the CAA
lists several types of projects that can be TCMs,
the statute does not limit TCMs to these measures.
Specific types of TCMs listed in the CAA
include projects that improve public transit;
employer-based transportation management plans;
projects that limit certain metropolitan areas to
non-motorized and pedestrian use; and programs
to provide both travel and storage facilities for bi-
cycles.  The plan for the Atlantic Steel redevelop-
ment incorporates many elements that could be
TCMs by themselves.  For example, improved pub-
lic transit, bicycle and pedestrian paths, and the re-
quirement that employers at the site will join or
form a transportation management association.  EPA
believes that the combination of these elements will
have a positive effect on reducing emissions from
single occupancy vehicles by encouraging the use
of alternative modes of transportation.  (2) This
project is testing an innovative approach to deter-
mining the air quality benefit of the Atlantic Steel
site redevelopment.  EPA has modeled the site
development’s potential air quality benefit relative
to an equivalent level of development at other sites
in the region.  This type of comparison to support a
TCM is available only to this particular redevelop-
ment project through the Project XL process.  The
site’s SIP-TCM designation is only possible because
the EPA study demonstrated that the Atlantic Steel
brownfield redevelopment (with its mixed-use and
transit components) would generate a relative air
quality benefit when compared to a similar devel-
opment located some distance outside of the cen-
tral business district, in a “greenfield” location.  To
analyze the transportation and air emissions impacts
of locating new development at the Atlantic Steel
site, EPA used modeling analysis to compare the
site to three other possible locations for similar-
scale development in the Atlanta region.  EPA’s
evaluation of the Atlantic Steel site’s impacts was
driven by two facts: that Atlanta will continue to
grow over the next 20 years; and that, without re-
developing the 138-acre Atlantic Steel site, more
of this growth will occur in outlying areas.  The
analysis of regional transportation and air emissions
impacts of the proposed Atlantic Steel development
vis-a-vis likely alternative sites shows that absorb-
ing a portion of Atlanta’s future growth at the At-
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lantic Steel site would create less travel and fewer
emissions than developing those alternative sites.

The Superior Environmental Performance: This
project encompasses the entire redevelopment
project and will reduce vehicle miles traveled; ac-
celerate cleanup of hazardous waste; use environ-
mentally friendly building practices, building design,
and transit linkages; conserve water and energy; and
implement other smart growth principles. Because
of its design, use of existing transportation infrastruc-
ture, and location, redevelopment of the Atlantic
Steel site can improve rather than exacerbate cur-
rent air quality problems in the region.
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED MAY 25, 1999

The Project Sponsor: Exxon Company USA
(Exxon), a subsidiary of Exxon Corporation, is re-
sponsible for all domestic oil and gas operations in
12 States, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Pacific Ocean
off southern California and Alaska.  The Sharon
Steel Fairmont Coke Works Superfund Site, located
in Fairmont, West Virginia, was placed on the EPA’s
National Priorities List (NPL) on December 23,
1996.  Exxon is the only Potentially Responsible
Party (PRP) working with EPA and the West Vir-
ginia Division of Environmental Protection under
an Administrative Order on Consent to address en-
vironmental concerns at this site.

The Experiment: To facilitate and increase the
likelihood that interested developers will use the
site after cleanup for commercial or industrial de-
velopment, Exxon proposes to: (1) demolish build-
ings onsite, without a finding of environmental risk;
(2) engage the services of redevelopment consult-
ants and companies to determine how best to make
the site most amenable to development; (3) work
with local stakeholders to identify redevelopment
options by preparing, among other things, a “po-
tential for redevelopment” site assessment, an en-
vironmental assessment of the property, and a real
estate market overview of the site with market op-
tions.  Exxon has used innovative stakeholder in-
volvement techniques such as public availability
sessions to explain project plans and obtain input
on future site uses.  This project has received a high
degree of local community support.  In addition,
Exxon will use Superfund “non-time critical” re-
moval authorities to accelerate the cleanup of the
site.  Changes to the traditional Superfund process
will be made, affecting: (1) the site characteriza-
tion and cleanup; (2) the risk assessment proce-
dures;  (3) the management of onsite landfills; (4)
the mitigation requirements onsite for EPA-created
wetlands; (5) the stakeholder and community in-
volvement process; (6) the reduction of paperwork
requirements; and (7) the quality assurance process.

The Flexibility: EPA and the State of West Vir-
ginia will provide Exxon with flexibility regard-
ing: (1) the use of streamlined removal processes
in order to expedite cleanup actions at the site; (2)
the mitigation processes for wetlands created by
EPA during previous removal actions; (3) the data
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validation reporting requirements; and (4) the risk
assessment criteria and analyses.

The Superior Environmental Performance:
Exxon will clean up the site in approximately half
the time a normal cleanup would take.  Exxon will
continue to work actively to ensure and maintain
involvement of key stakeholders and the general
public during the site cleanup. Exxon will directly
fund the State of West Virginia’s involvement in
the project and will work with the Fairmont Com-
munity Liaison Panel and EPA in every stage of
the cleanup process.
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED JUNE 30, 1999

The Project Sponsor: The Andersen Corporation
is a leading manufacturer of durable, energy- effi-
cient, high-performance, clad-wood windows and
patio doors. Andersen’s main manufacturing plant
is at 100 Fourth Avenue North in Bayport, Minne-
sota (Fourth Avenue Site), along the St. Croix River,
a federally designated “Wild and Scenic River” that
forms the border between Minnesota and Wiscon-
sin. Manufacturing and related processes at
Andersen include wood cutting and milling, wood
preservative application, painting, vinyl process-
ing, adhesive operations, by-product transfer, wood-
fired boilers, assembly operations, technology
development, production support, and maintenance
functions.

The Experiment: The Andersen project will test
an innovative experiment to reduce air emissions
per unit of production. This reduction will be
achieved by using performance-based regulatory
approaches based on volatile organic compound
(VOC) emissions per standard measure of produc-
tion:  the “performance ratio.” While providing in-
centives for better performance, the performance
ratio will essentially lock-in Andersen’s current pro-
duction methods and processes and will prevent a
return to traditional solvent-based coating and
wood-preservative processes, while allowing the
company the flexibility to search for even greater
efficiencies and emissions improvements. The com-
pany will be allowed to increase production levels
without undergoing case-by-case reviews prompted
by VOC emission changes, as long as its VOC emis-
sions per unit of production remain below the per-
formance ratio, and its overall emissions remain
below a facilitywide VOC cap.

The Flexibility: EPA and the State of Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) agreed to de-
velop both a site-specific rule under the Clean Air
Act’s Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
program and a streamlined Minnesota Project XL
multi-media permit (Minnesota XL Permit).  The
Minnesota XL Permit will, to the extent possible,
combine air, hazardous waste, and water discharge
conditions at the Bayport Facility into one permit,
and it will incorporate the Federal air permit as re-
quired by 40 CFR Part 70 for the Bayport Facility.
The Minnesota XL Permit will be a consolidation
of Andersen’s various environmental obligations.
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It will contain the Clean Air Act Title V, minor New
Source Review, and PSD permits, and it will be
issued subject to public notice and comment and
the opportunity for EPA objection and public peti-
tion.  During the permit’s development, overlap-
ping or conflicting conditions from existing permits
will be combined or reconciled, as allowed by ap-
plicable requirements.  The flexibility granted
Andersen Corporation includes relief from specific
applicable synthetic minor air emission limits with
the condition that Andersen comply with the site-
specific permit limits for particulate matter 
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certain VOCs.  The new permit establishes emis-
sion caps for these compounds on a “per standard
measure of production” basis and on a facilitywide
basis.  Andersen will be allowed to modify or add
VOC units and modify or add certain PM/PM

10

units as long as they remain below the caps estab-
lished in the permit.  This regulatory flexibility
grants preapproval for emission increases that
would otherwise require permit modification ap-
proval by the regulatory agency.  The Minnesota
XL Permit will, to the extent possible, reduce the
administrative burden through simplified monitor-
ing, reporting, and record keeping.

The Superior Environmental Performance: The
project establishes an innovative, incentive-based per
unit emission measure which should drive down
Andersen’s per unit emission of VOCs.  In addition
to the per unit measure, emisison caps on VOCs and
particulate matter ensure that the facility’s overall
emissions will not exceed those from normal opera-
tions.  Andersen will be able to manufacture more
of its windows from wood fiber and vinyl than in
the past, reducing both its use of virgin materials
and its air emissions. Andersen will also increase its
reliance on low-solvent processes, further reducing
air emissions at the facility.
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FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT SIGNED JULY 12, 1999

The Project Sponsor: The New York State De-
partment of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC) was created on July 1, 1970 to bring
together in a single agency all State programs di-
rected toward protecting and enhancing the envi-
ronment.  The NYSDEC is responsible for
administration and enforcement of the New York
State Environmental Conservation Law.  The
NYSDEC has three main functions: natural re-
source management; environmental quality protec-
tion; and the promotion of public health, safety, and
recreation.

The Experiment: The NYSDEC project would
allow public utilities located in New York State to
consolidate hazardous wastes generated at remote
locations (e.g., manholes).  The project will allow
the utilities to consolidate the waste at a central
collection facility for up to 90 days before trans-
port and disposal, rather than having to transport
piecemeal such wastes directly to permitted haz-
ardous waste treatment/disposal facilities.  This
project will minimize unnecessary paperwork and
more efficiently use time and labor resources.  It
will also increase public safety by facilitating and
requiring the expeditious removal of hazardous
wastes that cannot be properly secured and that can
create traffic hazards in urban areas.  Public utili-
ties should realize considerable direct-cost savings
through more efficient transportation use from cen-
trally consolidating hazardous wastes and thereby
reducing the number of lengthy trips by waste trans-
porting vehicles.  The project will eliminate the need
to report remote locations under separate identifi-
cation numbers and will allow the participating
utilities to biennially report waste generated at sepa-
rate remote locations.  This will bring about a sig-
nificant reduction in paperwork and savings in time
and labor, both for public utilities and environmen-
tal regulatory agencies, who can then redirect such
resources to other environmental needs.

The Flexibility: Resource Conservation and Re-
covery Act (RCRA) regulations have required util-
ity companies that generate hazardous wastes at
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remote locations (e.g., manholes) to transport within
90 days such wastes directly to treatment, storage,
or disposal facilities (TSDFs).  Under this project
and its site-specific rule, the participating utilities
will instead be able to transport the waste to cen-
tral collection facilities where they may consoli-
date waste for up to 90 days.  In addition,
participating utilities will be allowed to submit a
single Biennual Report for the central collection
facility, rather than for each remote location from
which hazardous waste is generated.

The Superior Environmental Performance: The
project requires each participating utility to reinvest
one-third of its direct cost savings into one or more
new environmentally beneficial projects; reduces the
risk of hazardous waste releases at remote locations
(e.g., manhole covers) while avoiding traffic disrup-
tions; and allows the consolidation of similar wastes
at central collection facilities, which will reduce the
number of vehicle trips to often-distant treatment,
storage, and disposal facilities.


